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Abstract: The ideological and political course of “Economic Law” is not only the need for cultivating high-quality talents with 
both ability and political integrity, but also the need for cultivating compound economic management talents. Combined with the 
main content of the “Economic Law” course, the ideological and political elements are integrated in a targeted manner, which not 
only enriches the legal knowledge of college students, but also cultivates college students’ family and country feelings, responsi-
bility, professional ethics and legal literacy, forming correct values. concept.
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Fund Project: 2021 Gansu Province University Course Ideological and Political Demonstration Project (Project No.: 
GSkcsz-2021-084), research on the ideological and political teaching reform of the “Economic Law Foundation” course in higher 
vocational colleges.

1. Basic information on the course of Economic Law
1.1 Basic content of the course

The main content of the “Economic Law” consists of fi ve parts, namely the basic theory of economic law, the market regulation 
law, the market entity law, the macro-control law and the economic procedure law. The focus of the course is: corporate law, company 
law, contract law, security law, corporate bankruptcy law, anti-unfair competition law, product quality law, intellectual property law, 
securities law, consumer rights protection law, economic arbitration and economic trial Wait.[1]

1.2 Learning Objective Requirements
In view of the actual development of my country’s economic legislation, students are required to focus on the understanding of 

the principles of economic law, master the basic theory of economic and legal relations and the legal system of property rights; take 
enterprise law and company legal system as the core, and be familiar with my country’s sole proprietorship enterprises, partnerships 
Relevant legal systems of enterprises, foreign-invested enterprises, limited liability companies, and joint stock limited companies; 
focusing on the contract codifi cation of the Civil Code, learning the relevant provisions of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the 
Consumer Rights Protection Law, the Securities Law, etc., to master and regulate the market Transaction behavior and related legal 
systems for maintaining market transaction order; in the basic way of resolving economic disputes, mainly study the relevant legal 
provisions of arbitration and civil procedure law. 

2. The content of ideological and political integration in the course of “Economic Law”
2.1 Integrate into the feelings of home and country

The feeling of home and country is the deep love that everyone shows to their country and people. In the new era of reform and 
opening up, the form of wealth has undergone tremendous changes, the development model is facing changes, product formats have 
become more diversifi ed, and the economic and trade pattern has become more diverse. Faced with adjustment, both entrepreneurs 
and corporate legal persons must have a sense of family and country. 

2.2 Integrate into Chinese traditional culture
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The excellent traditional Chinese culture is the spiritual lifeline of the Chinese nation. Through the ideology and politics of the 
economic law course, the traditional Chinese culture can penetrate deep into the hearts of college students, form a value identity, and 
guide students to develop good behavior habits.

2.3 Incorporating the thought of the rule of law
Guided by the comprehensive law-based strategy, adhere to the socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics, optimize the 

curriculum system, guide students to establish legal concepts, master economic and legal knowledge, enhance legal awareness, uphold 
the constitution, abide by laws and disciplines, and do To know the law, understand the law, use the law, and abide by the law, improve 
the ability to use the rule of law thinking and means to defend one’s own rights, and pursue equality, fairness and justice.

2.4 Integrate into socialist core values
For a nation or a country, the most lasting and deepest power is the core value macro that is recognized by the whole society. 

2.5 Integrate professional ethics
Professional ethics mainly include dedication, honesty and trustworthiness, fairness, enthusiastic service and dedication to society. 

There are many occupations and positions involved in economic and social life, and moral requirements and codes of conduct are 
integrated into the teaching of economic law. No matter which line of work the college student will be engaged in in the future, they 
can do their best, be conscientious, honest and trustworthy, fair and just, and be a human being. Enthusiasm, thoughtful service, and 
ultimately reflect the spirit of dedication to society.

3. Ideological and political teaching practice in economic law courses
3.1 Do a good job in the overall ideological and political design of the curriculum

In the teaching process, based on the professional talent training plan, combined with the economic law course syllabus, clarify 
the course teaching objectives and course ideological and political goals, formulate teaching plans, reasonably apply teaching methods 
and means, and combine the course teaching content with ideological and political education. We will conduct in-depth search and 
excavation, and continuously accumulate ideological and political materials, so that ideological and political education can be 
smoothly integrated into all aspects of economic law teaching, as shown in the following table:

Teaching points Ideological and political content integration 
points Expected results

1 Overview of 
Economic Law

Integrate legal thinking and traditional Chinese 
legal culture and legal thinking.

Master the basic knowledge and relevant regulations of law, law and economic 
law, understand the process, changes and achievements of the rule of law in 

China, enhance the sense of national mission, and establish a firm national and 
national sentiment.

2 corporate legal 
system

Incorporate socialist core values and 
craftsmanship.

Master the relevant laws and regulations of sole proprietorship, general 
partnership and limited partnership, and foreign-invested enterprises, recognize 

the risks of enterprise investment, carry forward the spirit of craftsmanship, 
cultivate students' sense of integrity, responsibility, responsibility, and 
innovation, and understand that "smithing requires hard work" reason.

3 company legal 
system

Integrate into the socialist core values and the 
spiritual genealogy of the Chinese Communist 

Party.

Familiar with the establishment, change, dissolution and liquidation of limited 
liability companies and joint-stock limited liability companies, master the 
responsibilities of shareholders, directors, supervisors, and managers, and 

cultivate students to bear hardships and stand hard work, love their jobs, be 
honest and trustworthy, handle affairs fairly, serve the masses, and contribute to 

society. Morality.

4 bankruptcy legal 
system

Learning the bankruptcy, reorganization, 
and reconciliation procedures of enterprises 

is integrated into the innovative spirit of 
perseverance, self-improvement, and forge 

ahead.

Master the main problems and causes of enterprise bankruptcy, be familiar with 
the ways and procedures to solve bankruptcy problems, and cultivate students' 
positive and optimistic attitude, not to be left behind, to strive for the first, and 

to pursue progress.

5 product quality 
legal system

Incorporate socialist core values and 
craftsmanship.

Learn the legal system of product quality, cultivate a sense of prosperity, 
democracy, civilization, and harmony in the family and country, and form the 
value pursuit of people first, people-oriented, fairness and justice, integrity and 

friendship.

6 Contract legal 
system

Integrate the values of honesty and friendliness, 
have the spirit of contract, make contracts with 

integrity, and keep contracts with integrity.

Familiar with the types of contracts, master the principles of contract conclu-
sion and general rules of performance, understand the provisions of liability 

for breach of contract, cultivate students' contract spirit, and establish honesty, 
friendliness, and the rule of law.
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7
Labour and 

Social Security 
Legal System

Integrate into the strategic layout of building a 
moderately prosperous society in an all-round 

way, and integrate into the spirit of the times that 
puts people first and puts people first.

Familiar with the legal system related to labor contracts and social insurance, 
cultivate students' ability to solve problems by legal means, safeguard the 
legitimate interests of themselves and others, and establish a legal way of 

thinking.

8
Intellectual 

Property Legal 
System

Integrate into the national spirit of creation, 
struggle, unity, and dream in traditional Chinese 

culture.

Identify infringements of patents, trademarks, and copyrights and the 
corresponding legal responsibilities, establish awareness of respecting 

knowledge and the achievements of others' labor, and inspire patriotism to fight 
for the country and the nation.

9 Financial legal 
system

Integrate the thought of the rule of law, believe 
in the law, abide by the law, obey the law, and 

uphold the law.

Master the types of bills, bill behavior and rules; master the basic rules of 
securities issuance and trading. Let students learn to manage scientifically and 
reasonably, establish the idea that happiness is a struggle, and actively face life, 

work hard, and live happily.

10
Consumer rights 
protection legal 

system

The idea of "civilization" and ecological 
civilization integrated into the core socialist 

values.

Familiar with how to use the law to protect the rights of businesses and 
consumers. Cultivate students to enhance their legal awareness, improve their 
sense of social responsibility, and actively create a marketing atmosphere of 

integrity.

11 Competition 
legal system

It integrates the traditional moral cultivation of 
patriotism, dedication, courtesy, law-abiding, 

virtue and benevolence, integrity and kindness, 
diligence and bravery.

Accurately identify acts of unfair competition, improve the consciousness of 
abiding by laws and disciplines, achieve fair and legal competition, and do not 
damage the legitimate rights and interests of others. Cultivate students' sense of 

urgency and competition, and take the initiative to take responsibility.

12 Accounting legal 
system

Integrate into the professional ethics of love 
and dedication, honesty and trustworthiness, 

fairness, serving the masses, and contributing to 
the society.

Master the accounting legal system, and cultivate students' professional 
character of honesty, dedication, indifference to fame and fortune, and 

dedication.

13
Economic 

Dispute Legal 
System

Integrate into the "four self-confidences" of 
road, theory, system and culture.

Master the methods of resolving economic disputes, be familiar with the basic 
procedures of arbitration and civil litigation, and learn to integrate my country's 
mediation culture, known as the "Oriental Experience", into the arbitration pro-
cess, so as to better achieve a soft landing of disputes and conflicts, and reflect 
the harmony and cessation of litigation. Traditional culture, strengthen the four 

self-confidence.

3.2 The embedding of ideological and political elements should be natural and appropriate
Curriculum ideology is not only implicit ideology, but also precise ideology. In order to effectively improve the effect of curriculum 

ideological and political education, in the implementation process, it is necessary to adopt expressions that are easily accepted by 
students, and through appropriate teaching methods and activities, its value concepts can be subtly influenced, so that its theoretical, 
emotional and value recognition will continue to be recognized. Strengthen it to avoid students’ disgust or resistance to ideological 
and political education. 

3.3 Build a curriculum ideological and political teaching team that builds morality and cultivates people
Strengthening professional courses continuously realizes the educational effect of “hidden ideological and political”, and 

continuously effectively strengthens the thinking logic existing in the course itself, which requires the team to adopt collective methods 
and measures to continuously improve the quality of Marxism, strengthen the foundation of ideological and political education, 
Possess the ability to integrate professional disciplines with ideology and politics, and build the ideological and political teaching team 
of economic law courses into an interdisciplinary subject with high-quality legal talents and ideological and political construction 
of economic law courses as a platform, with consistent goals, complementary majors, and coordinated cooperation. The collective 
of teachers has changed from a single “planting the responsible field” to a collaborative “growing the entire field”, from a separate 
“keeping a section of the canal” to a joint “keep the entire section of the canal”. [2]

3.4 The ideological and political teaching mode of innovative courses
In the information age, teaching cannot only rely on classrooms, but flipped classrooms can be realized through platforms such 

as the Internet, transforming passive learning into active learning. 

3.5 Flexible assessment of courses
In course teaching, in addition to teaching and learning, teaching evaluation is also very important. It can not only test the teaching 

effect, but also give students motivation and self-confidence to learn.
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